
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

It is my birthday! 
Today is my birthday, have you ever noticed as you get older you swear that the mirror lies?  Well, I think it lies.  I now 
know why people stop at 29 because that is how I feel inside.  I might be 58 on the outside but I will never allow that 
mirror to dictate my life.  Screw you mirror I am still young at heart and 58 is just a number.  This year I need to have minor 
surgery in my mouth on my birthday.  I won’t be able to eat a cupcake this year…and I love cupcakes. For those who can 
eat cupcakes and love them, please eat one for me today and say a happy birthday Patti when you do.  Tell me what it 
tastes like to, I will live vicariously through you today.  Since I could not have a cupcake today I made one.  And instead of 
58 candles on a cupcake which could be very dangerous I substituted the candles for pins.  

.  

Supplies used 
 
 1 Container, I used a cream cheese container. 
 1 Piece of felt for every colour. I did a chocolate vanilla cupcake, so my colours were dark brown, white, 2 colours 

for the rapper – I just used 2 tones of brown, and a mocha colour.  
White icing – 8cm square 
Dark brown fudge – 4cm Square 
Wrapper – Inside piece 21cm and Outside piece 19cm Square 
Chocolate Carmel candies I used 2 colours cut 3 of each colour – 8.38cm X 20.32cm 

 Polyester Stuffing *You just need a handful, I grabbed some from my stash 
 Some cardboard for your icing top to use as a pattern template and lid 
 Fabric Glue. I used what I had on hand which was Fabri-Tac. It is clear and fast drying 

 

Why is playtime so important? What is playtime to you? 
 

For me, playtime is when we unleash the creative side of our brain and we allow our 
imaginations to emerge to see where it will take us. It is important because it keeps us from 

being bored or even worse being boring.  By taking the time to play it allows the brain time to 
relax and dream.  Words pop into your mind like “I wonder what would happen if_______” you 
fill in the blank. We all need time to explore new horizons, a time to lose all fear and just do it. 
Try something new today, or try doing something a different way.  Let our brains show us a 

new path to happiness. 
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Assembly 
 
 I started out with my cream cheese container.  Pick any container for 

the size of cupcake you want, you will have to adjust the 
measurements to match your container. 
 

  The colours of felt I chose for my cupcake was white for the 8cm 
which is the icing, dark brown for the fudge which goes on 
top of the white icing which was 4 cm. The cupcake 
wrapper bottom is 2 different colours and 2 different sizes. 
The inside piece was 21cm and I did a mocha colour for 
coffee cake with the wrapper 19cm a medium Brown  
 

 I cut out my chocolate brown felt using my 4cm cardboard 
template. I then used the same 4cm cardboard piece for 
the lid part of my cupcake and glued the 8cm white icing 
unto the cardboard as shown. 

 
 I then turned it over and made a hole on the top to put my 

icing to stuff the pincushion.  After you put the hole in the 
top, put your finger in the hole and pull up a bit to lift the 
felt up off the cardboard it is glued to. 
 

 Stuff the cupcake top with the stuffing 
 
 Now take that 4cm chocolate brown felt and cut it so it 

looks like dripping chocolate and glue it over the hole. 
 
 Take the leftover felt and cut strips to make candy tops.  

You will need 3 of the chocolate felt cut at 3/8 of an inch x 
8 inches and 3 of the tan felt at the same size. 

 
  I glued the two together at the top to hold them then I 

rolled my chocolate Carmel candies together and glued 
them again at the end of the roll. 

 
 Glue the 3 candies to the top of the chocolate sauce. 

 
 I then glued the 21cm and 19cm pieces of felt together 

to make one piece, this makes my cake and wrapper.  I 
then glued the cake a wrapper to the cream cheese 
bottom container.  I started by gluing the felt pieces 
equally around the container in 4 places allowing the rest 
to gap.  You will have to hold it for a minute as it cures.  I then put the 
glue on one section at a time and slowly dragging my finger up from the  
bottom of the container to the top into the glue to  
make the ripples one ripple at a time and holding it  
until the glue held.  I continued in this until  
the cupcake wrapper was equally rippled 
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Now I added my 58 pins for my 58th birthday.  Good thing it wasn't real candles, or I would have started a fire!  Remember 
to have a cupcake for me today. Take a look below for a few of my favorite Pin Cushions.  
Show me your favorite pin cushion pattern!  
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